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Thank you!



Thank you!
ISSA celebrates i ts  10 th anniversary in  2017. 

The anniversary reflects the enormous energy of all those involved – 
 including ISSA ambassadors, sponsors, project leaders and beneficiaries –  

in supporting the economic and social development of African regions  
and local populations and making the ISSA programme a resounding success.  

This publication pays tribute to them and describes the work they did as  
they came together to put these initiatives into practice.
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«In addition to providing 
the funding required, 

ISSA enables Sogea-Satom 
employees to become 

involved in a meaningful 
project that reflects our 
values and brings people 

together.»
Julien Botta, works 

engineer, Sogea-Satom

  

«ISSA’s support gives 
impetus to our activities 

and raises local community 
awareness.»

Gildas Zodome,  
Managing Director,  

Bio Phyto

  

«This support is part of 
a programme designed to 
build self-sufficiency and 
foster local development.»

Harouna Sawadogo,  
ISSA Ambassador

  

«Our ISSA sponsor  
also helped us look for 

new customers.»
Malika El Miradi, 

President of Nakasha

  

«Without ISSA’s support 
we would never have been 
able to build this workshop 

or train large numbers  
of girls and enable them 

to find a job.»
Denise Bousquet, 

President of the APPUIS 
Association



  

«Support from the ISSA 
programme let us achieve 
our dream of providing 
these children with a 

safe, clean environment.»
Martha Motaung,  

Motau Community Center 
manager

  

«The ISSA system 
was key in enabling us 
to become a genuine 

business.»
Nadine and Nawal Seidou, 
managers of Les Amoureux 

du pagne

  

«Taking part in this 
project lets me build 
a relationship with the 

people living near  
my worksite.» 
Eric Kouadjip,  

contract manager,  
Sogea-Satom 

  

«I am proud to be part  
of this endeavour.»

Thierry James Mariano, 
quality manager,  
Sogea-Satom

  

«This ISSA-supported 
project has enabled  

the fishermen’s cooperative 
to actively drive growth  

in the local area.»
Jean-Keller Kotte,  
Project Director,  

Roger Milla Foundation

  

«The role of the hands-
on ISSA sponsors is vital. 
Their confidence boosted 
our belief in our sustainable 

community outreach 
project.»

Jean-Berchmans 
Nshimirimana, one of  

the founders of GMC

  

«The ISSA programme 
gives us, as Sogea-Satom 
employees, an opportunity 
to use our skills to help 

people in difficulty.  
That is crucial.»  

Kwena Phadu, Human 
Resources manager, 

Sogea-Satom
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ISSA CELEBRATES
ITS 10TH ANNIVERSARY 



Sogea-Satom, a leading construction company in Africa, has worked  
for more than 90 years to help drive economic development in more than 
20 countries. As a company with multiple business lines, we design, 
build and maintain infrastructure and facilities that improve daily life  
for local populations. Reflecting our commitment to local communities, 
our Sogea-Satom Initiatives for Africa (ISSA) programme provides  
a combination of funding and skills sponsorship by our employees  
to support micro enterprise, health and education projects.

ISSA benefits
ISSA provides funding and support for sustainable creative projects, 

innovative community initiatives and activities that create jobs and drive progress 
for local populations. The wide-ranging goal is to foster economic, social, educational, 

nutritional and energy self-sufficiency for local communities. 

REAFFIRMING OUR COMMITMENT 
TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

SOGEA-SATOM 
INITIATIVES  
FOR AFRICA
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The ISSA programme lends support to local project leaders 
(cooperatives, partnerships, tontines, micro enterprises, etc.). 
These range across a wide variety of activities including 
education, health, energy, food self-sufficiency, access to water, 
market gardens and local crafts. Special attention is paid to 
projects managed by women, whose economic independence 
often has an impact on the entire family. Sogea-Satom has 
strong roots in Africa and works closely with the regions. 
The ISSA programme provides a practical way to meet the 
expectations and needs of local communities via projects 
designed to operate over the long term. Set up a decade ago, 
ISSA provides a lasting testimony to Sogea-Satom’s engagement 
with local communities in Africa long after its teams have 
successfully completed its projects.

LOCAL ENGAGEMENT 

Key f igures

Nearly 200 
projects supported 

in 19 countries
Over 200 
SPONSORS

€2.8 million funding  
to date, averaging  €15,000 per project
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A win-win support  system 

ISSA’s distinctive feature is its combination of funding and sponsorship 
by Sogea-Satom employees. Every project receives funding 
(€15,000 on average) to provide the necessary boost to put 

an initiative into practice, expand a project or guarantee 
the long-term future of an activity.

ISSA gives Sogea-Satom employees an opportunity to engage
 with the communities near their worksites. The sponsor first identifies 

eligible projects meeting the ISSA criteria. He or she stays in close touch 
with the project leader and ensures that the funding is used efficiently 

and within an acceptable timeframe. The sponsor makes his or her skills available 
(advice, knowledge transfer, contacts with partners, etc.) and may also liaise 

between the project and specialised entities within the local micro-economy. 
In other words, he or she plays a vital role in building long-term sponsorship.
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ISSA PROJECTS
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12 > BENIN BIO PHYTO

14 > BENIN LES AMOUREUX DU PAGNE

16 > BURKINA FASO SONGTAAB

18 > BURUNDI GOOD MORNING LA CONFIANCE

20 > CAMEROON THE FISHERMEN OF MAMBANDA

22 > CAMEROON THE MANG COOPERATIVE

24 > GUINEA THE GUÉCKÉDOU WOMEN WEAVERS

26 > MALI IN THE HEART OF PEUL VILLAGES

28 > MOROCCO NAKASHA

30 > NIGER THE PASSER’ELLES WORKSHOPS

32 > SOUTH AFRICA MOHAU COMMUNITY CENTER

34 > TOGO THE ECO-SPIRULINE FARM

36 > UGANDA NAMBI SSEPUUYA

38 > UGANDA NECEA

To provide an in-depth understanding of  ISSA,  
some iconic  projects  carr ied out  over  the past  

decade are described below.



BIO PHYTO

«ISSA’s support gives 
impetus to our activities 

and raises local community 
awareness. Villagers are now 
paying closer attention to what 
they eat and taking care 
of the local trees and plants.»

Gildas Zodome,  
Managing Director,  
Bio Phyto

«ISSA offers non-profit 
organisations and startups 

in Africa an opportunity to receive 
funding and advice. In this way, 
ISSA effectively helps to mitigate 
social, unemployment, health and 
purchasing power problems. 
I am proud to be part of this 
endeavour.»

Thierry James Mariano, sponsor, 
quality manager, Sogea-Satom
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Bio Phyto acquired new machines to increase production of organic fertilizers 
and pesticides. Increased sales – and hence incomes – directly benefit 

the rural communities responsible for collection and transport.  

Organic fertilizer

Bio Phyto began producing organic fertilizer and pesticides in 2011. 
These 100% natural products protect the environment, the health of consumers 
and the health of the farmers who handle chemicals in their day-to-day work. 
«Our products are made from the seeds of the neem tree and aromatic plants 
collected by groups of women and young people brought together in a partnership 
in rural areas of Benin,» says Bio Phyto founder Gildas Zodome. To meet sharply 
increasing demand - now standing at 25,000 tonnes of fertilizer and 150,000 litres 
of organic pesticides – Bio Phyto called on ISSA for assistance. Additional equipment 
enabled the outreach startup to increase its production capacity and thus improve 
income and working conditions for the rural populations that help collect 
and transport the raw materials. Sogea-Satom was right to support Bio Phyto, 
which received the «Best Young African Entrepreneur» prize awarded 
by the RUFORUM group of African Universities in 2016. It then received the World 
Bank’s «Best Africa France Innovation» award at the Bamako summit in 2017. 

GLAZOUÉ

october 2014
€15,088



LES AMOUREUX 
DU PAGNE

«The ISSA system was key
in enabling us to become 

a genuine business. We are now 
planning to train adults to design 
products made of the fabric.»

Nadine and Nawal Seidou, 
managers of Les Amoureux  
du pagne

«During a trip to Benin  
I discovered and appreciated 

the work of Nadine and Nawal 
Seidou. I thought ISSA could help 
them take their work to a new level.»

Marie-Christine Salmon, 
sponsor, administrative and 
finance manager at Vinci 
Construction Grands Projets
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january 2015
€15,000

Development Assistance
Thanks to expanded production and sales, the Les Amoureux du pagne 

brand has now spread beyond Africa. Its creations are also highly sought after in France 
and the United States as well as many African countries. 

The wax print pagne, tradition  
with a modern twist 

In Cotonou, Benin’s largest city, Nadine and Nawal Seidou are working 
with the wax print pagne, a rectangular length of printed cotton fabric. 
The twin sisters’ «Les Amoureux du pagne» gives a modern twist to the 
traditional cloth by using it to design trendy clothing and accessories 
(handbags, jewellery, cushions, etc.) of all types. Discovered by their future 
sponsor Marie-Christine Salmon, Nadine and Nawal Seidou were given 
a valuable boost by the ISSA programme. ISSA funding enabled them 
to take Les Amoureux du pagne to another level and give it fresh momentum 
by acquiring a boutique and a new workshop and recruiting six more 
employees. The company’s creations are now highly sought after in many 
African countries, in France and in the United States. The Seidou sisters, 
gifted communicators with a feel for social media, are now planning 
to increase their sales outlets in a move that is sure to please wax 
print pagne enthusiasts. 

SOGEA-SATOM 
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SONGTAAB 

« The ISSA programme has 
provided women with more 

modern facilities. The hangar serves 
as a shelter to protect them from the 
sun, so the work is less tiring. The 
hangar also protects the shea butter 
from the heat. We are very grateful 
for this valuable assistance!»

Marcelline Ouedraogo, 
manager of the nonprofit 
Songtaab 

« I think it is important 
to volunteer a bit of time 

to support women who work 
constantly, from dawn to dusk. 
We see that they can do wonders 
with very little. ISSA is a wonderful 
initiative that is to be commended 
for the excellent effect it has.»

Fatoumata Sidibe, ambassador, 
HSE manager, Sogea-Satom
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Supporting production of shea butter

Songtaab means «helping each other» in Mossi, one of Burkina Faso’s three 
languages, and the name is symbolic. The nonprofit has been helping 
to emancipate women since 1998 via the production of organic shea butter, 
a major economic sector in the country, one of the world’s poorest. 
Spread across six villages, nearly 1,000 women process the fruit of the shea 
tree using traditional methods handed down from mother to daughter 
for generations. They make soap, preserves, sesame oil and peanut oil and sell 
the products locally and in several other countries around the world. 
The ISSA programme gave the Songtaab nonprofit a boost by enabling 
it to acquire efficient equipment (drilling rig, lift for heavy loads, tank for 
washing organic oil filters and equipment for analysing finished products) 
and pay for the construction of a shop and a hangar to protect workers 
and products from the sun, all with the benevolent support 
of the ISSA sponsor. 
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march 2012
€13,142  

Development Assistance
With the purchase of equipment and the construction 

of a hangar, working conditions and incomes increased significantly 
for the members of the association. 



GOOD MORNING  
LA CONFIANCE

«The role of the hands-on 
ISSA sponsors is vital. Their 

confidence boosted our belief in our 
sustainable community outreach 
project. It gave us the momentum 
to more forward, more specifically 
with the lead/acid battery exchange 
project. We are now seeking 
to recruit more employees.»

Jean-Berchmans Nshimirimana, 
one of the founders of GMC
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 ISSA demonstrates its confidence  
in recycling 

The goal of Good Morning La Confiance* (GMC) in Bujumbura, the capital of Burundi, 
is to recycle empty printer cartridges, which all to often are landfilled, burned or simply 
thrown out. The goal is important because waste plastic and ink constitute a serious 
threat to the environment and future generations. «We therefore set up an empty 
ink cartridge recycling facility,» says Jean-Berchmans Nshimirimana, one of the 
founders of GMC. It is based on a simple proposition: the GMC teams recover 
the empty cartridges and then re-fill them and market them. «This means 
that the cartridge is no longer discarded but rather re-used up to three times. 
In addition, the refilled cartridges are less expensive than new ones,» 
says Jean-Berchmans Nshimirimana. To achieve its goal, the nonprofit received 
support from ISSA, which provided funding to open new, larger premises and acquire 
two more efficient filling machines. Lastly, again following the advice of ISSA sponsors, 
GMC initiated a large-scale communication campaign to raise its name recognition 
among businesses in the capital city, with the goal of tripling sales.
* The GMC association is now called Toner Service Burundi 

march 2012
€16,530

Development Assistance
Installed in larger, better-equipped premises, 

Good Morning La Confiance meets growing demand while 
expanding its name recognition.
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THE FISHERMEN 
OF MAMBANDA

«This ISSA-supported 
project has enabled the 

fishermen’s cooperative to actively 
drive growth in the local area. 
Their business has been 
stabilised.» 

Jean-Keller Kotte, 
Project Director,  
Roger Milla Foundation

«Taking part in this project 
enables me to build a 

relationship with the people living 
near my worksite. I participate in 
local development, and help improve 
the lives of the fishermen and their 
families. It gives the local community 
a positive image of Sogea-Satom and 
has generated excellent feedback.»

Eric Kouadjip, sponsor,  
contract manager, Sogea-Satom



A hangar to conserve fish

Fishermen from the Mambanda neighbourhood in Douala, the economic 
capital of Cameroon, have long faced a dilemma: how were they to sell 
their catch from the Wouri River near Douala without a building to store and conserve 
the fish? They ended up having to discard a large volume of fish – which resulted 
in both food waste and lost income for the fishermen. The Roger Milla Foundation 
supported by the famous Cameroonian football player therefore put the local fishing 
cooperative in touch with the ISSA programme ambassador in the region. 
The cooperative obtained ISSA support for the construction of a hangar to store 
and smoke fish, which it directly manages. Construction of the building 
met with a number of difficulties largely due to its location in a marshy area.
But the point is that the new hangar changed the lives of the fishermen. 
Today, they sell everything they land, and avoid major losses. 
Better yet, a market has been set up near the hangar.
 

Development Assistance
ISSA’s support improved every stage 

of the Mambanda fishermen’s production chain – 
smoking, storage, conservation and sale.
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november 2015
€18,577
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«This farm helps a lot 
of families live, work and 

provide a better future for their 
children. Without the help of ISSA, 
we wouldn’t have been able 
to build it.»

Abbé Marcellin,  
cacao plantation manager

«We received more 
than €9,000 to invest in 

equipment, seeds and agricultural 
inputs. This sustainable community 
outreach project allows the villagers 
to become self-sufficient.»

Thémistocle Bianchi, sponsor, 
works director, Sogea-Satom

THE MANG 
COOPERATIVE
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Sharing cacao production in Mang 

For the past three years, life has revolved around the cacao plantation 
for the people living in the village of Mang. To combat poverty and unemployment 
in his village, Abbé Marcellin started the 25-hectare plantation with an unusual 
structure: about 50 villagers are, as members of an agricultural cooperative, 
owners of the cacao plants, and they all take part in day-to-day production. 
Meanwhile, the village parish handles management – supplies, packaging, 
plant care, etc. As a result of this successful teamwork, the cooperative is able 
to sell its product at the famous international market in Yokadouma, 
50 kilometres from Mang. Sogea-Satom works director Thémistocle Bianchi, 
a friend of Abbé Marcellin, asked Sogea-Satom to take part in getting 
the community plantation off the ground. The ISSA programme provided 
funding to purchase equipment, plants and fertiliser. With this support, 
the inhabitants of Mang can now get to work cultivating 
the «community» cacao beans.

Development Assistance
ISSA helped the cooperative formed by the inhabitants of Mang 
to develop equipment and resources to guarantee the long-term 

future of cacao production.

MANG

october 2012
€9,000



THE GUÉCKÉDOU   
WOMEN WEAVERS

«For the past nine years, 
we have had neither a 

weaving workshop where we could 
meet nor efficient tools for doing our 
work. Thanks to ISSA, our day-to-day 
activities have improved immensely. 
And we may be able to do even 
more.»

Marie Fatou Tolno, 
President of the Guéckédou 
weaving partnership

«The advantages of the road 
we are building remain 

somewhat abstract for the people 
here, but they see this project as 
providing a real benefit. It gives 
Sogea-Satom a more human image.»

Michel Ricaud, sponsor,  
civil engineering manager, 
Sogea-Satom
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 After the war, women weave their future 

The civil wars that raged in Sierra Leone and Liberia between 1990 and 2002 caused 
a huge exodus of people into Guinea and the fighting even spread to the Guéckédou 
region, severely disrupting the economy. But in the wake of this difficult period, 
a group of courageous, energetic women undertook a range of activities to earn 
a livelihood for their families, including cotton weaving. For the past nine years, 
64 women have made a living from the traditional technique. But a lack of financial 
resources threatened the project’s future.
Then, when Sogea-Satom was involved in a road construction project near Guéckédou 
between 2014 and 2017, the ISSA programme stepped in to help out by funding 
construction of a spinning unit designed to substantially increase the group’s 
production and income. Thanks to the support of ISSA, the nonprofit was also 
able to branch out into rice cultivation. «The initial goal was to feed our family. 
Then we decided to go further and supply school canteens. To achieve this, 
we once again called on ISSA,» says Marie Fatou Tolno, president of the Guéckédou 
women weavers’ cooperative.
 

april 2016
€19,996

Development Assistance
After welcoming two new weavers to their new cotton 
spinning workshop, the Guéckédou women increased 

their production and income.

GUÉCKÉDOU



 
«All the infrastructure 
funded by ISSA is currently 

up and running. These improvements 
were necessary and they will have 
a long-term direct impact 
on the life of the villagers.» 

Oumar Diakité,  
former mayor of Diabaly

«Above and beyond providing 
the necessary funding, ISSA 

enables Sogea-Satom’s employees 
to become personally involved in 
a meaningful project that reflects 
our values, brings people together, 
broadens their horizons and expands 
their awareness of the challenges 
faced by the populations they work 
alongside.»

Julien Botta, sponsor,  
works engineer, Sogea-Satom

IN THE HEART 
OF PEUL VILLAGES
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Development Assistance
ISSA supported both the herders and women artisans 

in the two villages by building facilities that are useful in daily life 
(wells, vaccination pens, workshop for making traditional straw mats).

Practical assistance for villagers 

In Mali, Sogea-Satom didn’t confine itself to building the impressive Alatona 
irrigation system. The ISSA programme enabled the company to do more, 
with a direct impact on daily life in the Fulani villages of Tiesserola and 
Perké. «The villagers make a living primarily from herding and rice farming. 
They suffer from a severe lack of drinking water. The ISSA programme 
allowed them to build two wells and acquire animal vaccination pens plus 
farming equipment such as a tiller, a husker and animal-drawn ploughs,» 
says Oumar Diakité, the former mayor of Diabaly, the main town near 
Perké and Tiesserola. In Tiesserola, women make straw mats for their own 
needs and to sell in nearby markets. To give a boost to their activity, 
a crafts workshop was built with space to store raw materials 
and finished products – a welcome boost for the women who earn 
an income from this traditional skill.

TIESSEROLA

PERKÉ

M
AL

I

october 2011
€29,899



NAKASHA 

«We acquired new equipment 
and held training sessions

to create new sources of income 
for the members of the cooperatives 
and their families. All this helps 
ensure the future of our activities. 
Our ISSA sponsor also helped 
us look for new customers.»

Malika El Miradi,  
President of Nakasha

«This ISSA sponsorship 
initiative provides outstanding 

economic support. Our employees 
have helped Nakasha join the list 
of cooperatives and microenterprises 
that provide jobs and income 
for local populations.»  

Driss El Rhazi,  
Managing Director,  
Sogea Maroc



Nakasha weaves its rugs

The Nakasha cooperative in Salé, northern Morocco, brings together 
about 20 women. In the Oued Eddahab housing estate, they weave 
traditional Moroccan rugs as well as bags, cushions and other items 
used in interior decoration.
Woven in the traditional way, their original creations are made from 
industrial fabrics, wool, cotton and rags. The pieces are then sold to 
Moroccan families and tourists in Rabat. A Sogea-Satom employee with 
a passionate interest in Moroccan crafts was immediately taken by the work 
of the cooperative and thought of calling on the ISSA programme to help 
its members. As a result, Nakasha received €19,000 in funding to acquire 
new sewing machines, set up a workshop and hold sewing classes taught 
by women from the neighbourhood. It provided a boost that enabled 
the Nakasha women to offer a new catalogue of products.
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april 2013
€19,000

Development Assistance
ISSA lent further impetus to the Nakasha cooperative, 

which now offers a new catalogue of craft products and has expanded its name 
recognition. In addition, the women members of the cooperative 

now have a better working environment. 

SALÉ
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THE PASSER’ELLES
WORKSHOPS 

«Without ISSA’s support 
we would never have been 

able to begin building this workshop 
or help large numbers of girls receive 
training and find a job. It was the 
only outside assistance we received.»

Denise Bousquet, President, 
Association APPUIS

«This support is part of 
a programme that builds 

self-sufficiency and helps foster local 
development. It changes the lives 
of the young seamstresses and helps 
drive the economic development 
of the neighbourhood.»

Harouna Sawadogo,  
ISSA Ambassador
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Sewing to foster local development

For the past 10 years the French nonprofit APPUIS has been fighting to keep 
children in school in Niger. It has enabled a large number of children in villages 
along the Niger River near Niamey to go back to school. It has even acquired land 
to build boarding facilities so that pupils do not have to make long, tiring trips 
to school. Despite these improvements, APPUIS President Denise Bousquet 
asked herself one day what sort of future these children could expect when 
they graduate. What could be offered to those who drop out? These questions 
prompted the nonprofit to develop vocational training programmes, more 
particularly in sewing. The garment trade (school uniforms, traditional clothing, 
accessories) is a major economic sector in Niamey, the capital of Niger.  
Girls trained as seamstresses would be able to earn a living and meet the needs 
of their families. ISSA saw the idea as compelling and awarded funding to set up 
a sewing workshop in an expanding neighbourhood in Niamey, overseen by 
sponsor Sani Hassan, works director at Sogea-Satom. Equipped with several 
sewing machines, an embroidery machine and an ironing table, the workspace will 
open up new horizons for an underprivileged population. The first training session 
for ten young people will get under way in October 2017.
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november 2015
€19,651

Development Assistance
ISSA support was used to build a sewing workshop 

and set up an adjacent canteen to train young girls in the boarding school 
managed by the APPUIS non-profit association.

NIAMEY



«We identified this project, 
which offers practical help for 

underprivileged people, particularly 
by providing access to education. 
The ISSA programme gives us, 
as Sogea-Satom employees, 
an opportunity to use our skills 
to help people in difficulty. 
That is crucial.»

Kwena Phadu, sponsor, 
Human Resources manager,  
Sogea-Satom

«Support from the ISSA 
programme allowed us  

to achieve our dream of providing 
these children with a safe, clean 
environment. It is an invaluable help 
for these young people and their 
families. It also enabled us  
to welcome homeless people,  
buy clothing for schoolchildren,  
and more.»

Martha Motaung,  
manager of the Mohau 
Community Center

CENTER
MOHAU COMMUNITY  
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Development Assistance
The Mohau Community Center is now able to welcome 

and provide long-term support for more destitute young people 
as well as homeless adults.  

SO
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IC

A

october 2012
€17,809

A renovated home for children

In South Africa, 35% of the population live below the poverty line. 
A large number of nonprofits are working in the field to address this issue. 
One of them is the Mohau Community Center* in Springs, east of Johannesburg. 
The centre serves meals to nearly 300 underprivileged children and vulnerable 
elderly people several times a week. «But we wanted to do more, especially 
for these young children,» says Martha Motaung, who runs the centre. 
In 2012, she therefore turned to Sogea-Satom and its ISSA programme. 
ISSA funded the comprehensive renovation of five mobile homes that were 
then fitted out to «offer long-term accommodation for young people in the 
neighbourhoods and help them get an education,» says Martha Motaung. 
The head of the Mohau Community Center also asked teams from Sogea-Satom 
subsidiary Southern Pipeline Contractor (SPC) to take part in the centre’s activities 
by distributing meals, looking for reliable contractors to carry out 
the refurbishment works, selecting good-quality materials and inspecting 
the works. Five years later, the Mohau Community Center is still bursting 
with ideas for ways to improve daily life for those who live there.
* Back in 2012, the Mohau Community Center was called the Hosanna Sentrum.

JOHANNESBURG



THE ECO-SPIRULINE
FARM

«This project enabled us  
to save 3,000 children from 

malnutrition. Our goal is to earmark 
30% of our production for these 
children, with the remaining  
70% going to cover farm expenses.»

Yawo Tonato Agbeko,  
manager of the Éco-Spiruline 
farm

«Everything was done 
to give the Éco-Spiruline 

farm a good image and label.»

Eric Abotsi, sponsor, 
former foreman,  
Sogea-Satom
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Development Assistance
By providing new infrastructure and additional equipment, 

ISSA enabled the farm to carry out its expansion plan and create jobs, 
boosting the number of employees by 10%.

Mobilising to fight malnutrition

Spirulina is a dietary supplement that helps improve nutrition 
for malnourished people by providing proteins and micronutrients. 
In 2004, Yawo Tonato Agbeko created the Éco-Spiruline farm in Agou Nyogbo 
(near Kpalimé) to produce dried spirulina for dispensaries, schools and shops 
in the region.
Following a first expansion in 2011, the new extension project supported 
by ISSA in 2012 involved construction of two additional tanks, a fence, 
a house for the caretaker and a meeting room, together with purchase  
of equipments (stirring system, pumps, dryers, refrigerator, freezer,  
juice extractors, sealing machine, mixer, blender, computer,  
tablet press and the initial batch for packaging).
The project increased production, diversified the product range, set up 
a system to recycle and process locally produced fruits and vegetables, 
ensured optimum safety conditions and created a display/sale area.

 KPALIMÉ

october 2012
€8,772
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«We now have a functional 
modern building that has 

completely changed the face 
of the village. The canteen project 
will soon be up and running and 
is expected to radically change 
the lives of all these women.»

Justin N. Kiyimba,  
director of the Association 
Nambi Ssepuuya nonprofit
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Nambi Ssepuuya, or how to emancipate 
women

In Uganda’s rural, poverty-stricken Buwenge region, people make a living 
primarily from market gardening and to a lesser extent from livestock raising 
and a few small shops. Daily life is difficult, especially for women. 
For several years now the Nambi Ssepuuya non-profit organisation has 
been providing access to reading, learning, and practical skills to help these 
underprivileged populations. It opened a large education and training centre 
for both children and adults in the village of Igombe in 2012, whose goal is 
to combat poverty and illiteracy. ISSA then stepped in to support 
the programme by renovating a building to house a canteen, which is managed 
by a partnership made up of Nambi Ssepuuya women.
They learn serving and cooking skills while generating revenue. 
Profits from the restaurant are ploughed back into the association to help 
expand its activities. The canteen receives its supplies from village market 
gardeners, which provides a further source of income.
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may 2015
€12,890

Development Assistance
At the Igombe training centre, a building provided with support from ISSA 

now houses a canteen. The new facility serves students and also serves to train members 
of the Nambi Ssepuuya association in serving and cooking.



NECEA 

 
«The wells made provided 
easier access to drinking 

water. Along with the wells, 
a campaign was carried out to raise 
awareness of best practices 
in hygiene.»

Norman Juuko, manager  
of the Association Necea 
nonprofit

«By supporting local 
non-profit organisations, 

we help the local population. 
The benefits of this project clearly 
meet a vital need.»

Laïla Bouzoubaa, sponsor, 
quality manager, Sogea-Satom
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The blue gold rush

There has been a revolution for the inhabitants of the villages of 
Nalusugga and Bamba. Just two years ago, more than half the population 
took water – often unclean – directly from local rivers. The nearest 
drinking water wells were several kilometres from the villages. 
This resulted in an alarming number of illnesses, affecting 
children particularly.
The Ugandan Necea nonprofit organisation decided to take practical 
steps to tackle this major health issue. Its teams undertook to build 
two 5,000-litre tanks in Nalusugga and Bamba  respectively. Wells were 
equipped with water treatment systems. A total of 200 families now have 
access to drinking water close to their homes, as do local facilities such 
as the school. To help improve daily life for local populations, 
Sogea-Satom’s ISSA programme invested in building the tanks. 
There is still a long way to go in improving access to clean water 
in the region, but the Necea association and the ISSA programme 
are showing the way.
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Development Assistance
By building the tanks, ISSA enabled more 

than 200 families to gain access to two drinking water 
wells next to their homes.



 WANT TO GET INVOLVED 
 IN WORKING WITH ISSA?
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Outside partner
In economic initiative projects, the partner’s role is to support 
and promote initiatives taken by entrepreneurs and local 
partnerships. He or she helps identify, structure and track 
projects.

Project  leader
The project leader is the person responsible for the initiative 
(entrepreneur, president of a cooperative, director of an 
orphanage, etc.). He or she manages day-to-day operations.

Sponsor
Every Sogea-Satom employee working in the country 
in which the project is carried out is a potential sponsor.  
One or several employees (operating as co-sponsors)  
may be involved in a project. The sponsor or sponsors 
manage the project within Sogea-Satom and is (are) 
responsible for its operation.

Volunteer positions 
available
Anyone wishing to become involved in local 
economic and social development initiatives 
in the countries where Sogea-Satom operates 
can volunteer with ISSA.

ISSA ambassador
The ISSA ambassador oversees projects and the long-term 
relationship with outside partners. He or she volunteers  
a small part of his or her working hours. The role is official  
and recognised within Sogea-Satom. 

Duties: 
q Handle coordination between outside partners and 

potential sponsors; disseminate project proposals 
submitted by outside partners throughout  
the Sogea-Satom agency.

q Keep employees informed about the projects selected 
by the project committees and those that are under way 
within the region. Following each committee meeting,  
the ambassador informs agency employees about 
initiatives within the region that have been accepted  
or turned down.

q Support and advise sponsors in project monitoring;  
with the assistance of the tools made available to sponsors, 
the ambassador transmits ISSA project files and guides 
sponsors in their work to monitor the project.



 YOU HAVE A PROJECT 
 TO SUBMIT TO ISSA? 
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Social  init iat ive
ISSA supports innovative projects that help make communities 
self-sufficient in terms of access to training, education, 
healthcare and energy. The projects represent an alternative 
solution to a problem experienced by a group of individuals 
in need.

Sponsorship
The sponsor must be located geographically close to the 
initiative to ensure efficient and lasting skills sponsorship. 

Validation process
The request for funding is first approved by the local 
Sogea-Satom agency and then submitted to ISSA coordination, 
which presents the project to the selection committee 
that meets every six months to award final approval.

Funding 
ISSA can provide funding of up to €20,000 per project. 
The amount is paid to the Sogea-Satom agency 
sponsoring the project.
The funds may not be paid to an intermediary (NGO, non-profit 
organisation, etc.) or directly to the project beneficiary.
The purpose to which the funding is to be put must be clearly 
identified in a detailed estimate. Funding is used to purchase 
concrete, tangible equipment that will enable the project 
to achieve long-term viability.

Selection criteria
ISSA supports concrete, local, long-term 
initiatives that drive progress and generate 
lasting results. The project must support 
sustainable community development. 

Economic init iat ive
ISSA supports local economic initiatives in the agricultural, 
craft and service sectors. It provides assistance for local 
project leaders working within cooperatives, partnerships, 
tontines and micro enterprises. These structures form an 
economic fabric that directly benefits local populations. 
The economic project receiving support should have 
a progressive, controlled expansion plan and objectives 
that can be achieved in the short term. The project should 
be economically and socially viable in the medium term. 





Find out  more
Website: www.sogea-satom.com
Intranet: www.sogea-satom.net

email: coordination.issa@vinci-construction.com
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